LETTERS

‘Who came with you?’ A diagnostic observation in patients with memory problems?

The importance of obtaining collateral history when assessing patients attending the neurology clinic complaining of memory difficulties is well known.1,2 Patients developing amnesia in the context of Alzheimer’s disease may underplay their difficulties because of cognitive anosognosia, whereas those with purely subjective memory complaints (the “worried well”) may overemphasise difficulties. Memory complaint, preferably corroborated by an informant, is one of the suggested diagnostic criteria of mild cognitive impairment (MCI).3 Misdiagnosis of memory complaints may occur when no collateral history is available.4

For these reasons, all patients referred to my cognitive function clinic are sent, as part of their clinic appointment letter, a request asking them to bring a relative, friend, or carer from whom additional clinical information may be obtained; this is printed in bold type and in a separate paragraph. Despite this, some patients attend the clinic alone. A study was undertaken to measure the diagnostic value of this observation.

As part of an audit of referrals over a 2 year period (September 2002 to August 2004 inclusive), attendance or non-attendance of a relative or friend at each consultation was noted. Diagnosis of dementia was based on DSM-IV criteria, established by clinical interview, neuropsychological assessment and structural neuroimaging. Diagnosis of dementia subtype (Alzheimer’s disease, vascular dementia, dementia with Lewy bodies, frontotemporal dementia, and MCI) and of MCI followed widely accepted diagnostic criteria. All patients had minimum follow up of 6 months.

Of 183 new referrals seen, 150 (82%; 95% confidence interval (CI) 76 to 88%) followed the written instruction in the clinic appointment letter and attended with a relative, friend or carer; the remaining 33 (18%; 95% CI 4 to 31%) attended alone. In this cohort, 90 patients were diagnosed with dementia and 93 were not demented; three had MCI. Of the 150 patients accompanied to the clinic, 90 (60%; 95% CI 52 to 68%) had dementia; of the 60 not demented, one had MCI. None of the 33 patients attending alone had dementia, although two had MCI.

Hence, if attending the clinic with a relative, friend, or carer (that is, following the instructions given in the appointment letter) were considered a diagnostic test for dementia, it would have a sensitivity of 100% (95% CI 96 to 100%, Wilson method), specificity of 35% (95% CI 26 to 46%), and positive and negative predictive values of 60% (95% CI 52 to 67%) and 100% (95% CI 95 to 100%) respectively. Positive likelihood ratio was 1.55 (95% CI 1.33 to 1.80, log method), judged unimportant, but negative likelihood ratio (0) was large.

Although not absolute, as those unaccompanied patients with MCI might yet evolve to dementia, the period of follow up for some patients is brief, and clinically established diagnoses may require revision (for example, when neuropathological data become available); these findings nevertheless support the belief that attending the neurology clinic alone despite written instructions to the contrary is a robust sign of the absence of dementia.3
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Laryngeal abductor paralysis can be a solitary manifestation of multiple system atrophy

Laryngeal abductor paralysis (LAP) and stridor are well known features that occur in over one third of patients with multiple system atrophy (MSA).1 The pathogenesis of LAP is thought to be crico-arytenoid abductor muscle denervation,2 although there is a lack of consistent evidence of motor cell loss in the nucleus ambiguous.3 More recently, dystonia of the laryngeal abductor muscle has also been proposed.4 LAP/stridor usually occurs in the advanced stages of the disease,5 and is considered to be a poor prognostic feature.6 In contrast, some MSA cases have shown LAP initially, with most of these reported by otolaryngologists departments.6–8 However, there are no systematic surveys as to the extent to which MSA patients initially present with LAP. We describe the result of a survey of 200 MSA inpatients conducted in a neurology department.

We reviewed the case records of 200 consecutive “probable” MSA patients who met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. They were 119 men and 81 women, mean age 60 years; 29 had the Parkinsonian form (MSA-P) and 171 the cerebellar form (MSA-C). Among these, eight patients (4%) (four MSA-P, four MSA-C) were shown to have stridor as the initial manifestation (table 1). Stridor was the solitary manifestation in six of the patients, although in two of these six patients (inspiratory gasp in one; hoarseness in one) and REM (rapid eye movement)-sleep related behavioural disorder (“night terror”) in one. In the remaining two patients stridor occurred together with bladder dysfunction or gait ataxia.

In the former six patients, stridor was followed by bladder dysfunction in four, constipation in three, tremor/akinesia in one, ataxia in one, and postural hypotension in one. The average interval between the development of stridor and these later symptoms and signs was 3.3 years (range 1 to 6). The average interval between stridor and hospital admission was 5.4 years (1 to 10). In all eight patients, laryngoscopy confirmed that the stridor was caused by LAP. The grade of LAP at the first admission to our hospital (in one) according to Isozaki’s laryngoscopy classification,9 was moderate (abductor paresis during waking; paradoxical adduction during sleep) in three and severe (complete paralysis) in five.

Among these patients, continuous positive airway pressure was introduced in three, laser incision of the vocal fold was carried out in one, and subsequent tracheostomy was necessary in five.

In the cases presented, it proved true that LAP/stridor can be a solitary manifestation of MSA. The interval between LAP/stridor and hospital admission was rather long (on average 5.4 years), suggesting that the progression of LAP was not very rapid in these patients. Although the initial presentation of LAP/stridor was not common (it occurred in only 4% of all MSA patients), it is clinically relevant because patients with LAP/stridor but without obvious neurological symptoms may see general physicians or otolaryngologists first. Laryngeal stridor also occurs because of local inflammation or tumours, or from distant causes that affect the vagal nerves, such as upper thoracic or nasopharyngeal carcinoma. If such conditions have been excluded, central neurological causes should be considered. Co-morbid bladder dysfunction (particularly urinary incontinence and post-voiding residual volume of more than 100 ml), postural and postprandial syncope, parkinsonism, and ataxia are all red flags suggestive of MSA.10

In our eight patients, bladder dysfunction was an early sign and was chronologically correlated with LAP/stridor; this finding is in line with a previous report.1 These atypical features for a local laryngeal pathology suggest that further studies of the brain are necessary to confirm the diagnosis of MSA.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Years from the onset of illness</th>
<th>Laryngoscopy findings†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 62/M MSA-P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 74/F MSA-P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Laryngeal stridor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 83/F MSA-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Laryngeal stridor, inspiratory gasp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 59/F MSA-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Laryngeal stridor, RBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 62/M MSA-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Constipation, BD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 57/F MSA-P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Laryngeal stridor, hoarseness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 53/M MSA-P</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Laryngeal stridor, hoarseness, erectile dysfunction, constipation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 63/F MSA-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Laryngeal stridor, ataxic gait</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Years from the onset of illness</th>
<th>Laryngoscopy findings†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 62/M MSA-P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>BD Decreased sweating Akinesia, cerebellar ataxia, PH Admission: tracheotomy ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 74/F MSA-P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Constipation, BD, PH, akinesia Admission: inspiratory gasp, hoarseness PH Admission: Akinesia tracheotomy +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 83/F MSA-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ataxic gait, BD, constipation PH Admission: tracheotomy +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 59/F MSA-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ataxic gait BD Admission: CPAP tracheotomy ++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 62/M MSA-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Constipation, BD Admission: ataxic gait, akinesia, inspiratory gasp; CPAP tracheotomy +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 57/F MSA-P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hand tremor Dysphasia Admission: akinesia, inspiratory gasp; CPAP tracheotomy +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 53/M MSA-P</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>PH, decreased sweating, ataxic gait Admission: dysphagia +++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 63/F MSA-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Admission: hoarseness, akinesia; CPAP +++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Age, sex, diagnosis.
†Laryngeal abductor paralysis: +(mild), ++(moderate), +++(severe), Isozaki’s classification.
AHI, apnoea hypopnoea index; BD, bladder dysfunction; CPAP, continuous positive airway pressure; F, female; HUT, head up tilt (60° for 10 min); M, male; MSA-C, cerebellar form of multiple system atrophy; MSA-P, parkinsonian form of multiple system atrophy; ODI, oxygen desaturation index (dips per hour); PH, postural hypotension; RBD, RSH sleep behavioural disorder; SAS, sleep apnoea syndrome.
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Disseminated Pseudallescheria boydii infection successfully treated with voriconazole

A 56 year-old, right-handed African-American man with past history of left knee osteoarthritis, remote intravenous drug use, remote alcoholism, and seropositivity for hepatitis C was admitted to a local hospital for fatigue, chest pain, 13.6 kg weight loss, night sweats, and vision loss. On examination, a loud systolic murmur was present. An electrocardiogram (ECG) displayed T wave alternans and a transoesophageal echocardiogram revealed severe mitral regurgitation with mitral valve vegetations, ruptured chordae tendineae, and left ventricular ejection fraction of 75%. He was diagnosed as having endocarditis and cytomegalovirus endophthalmitis, and was treated with ceftriaxone, vancomycin, ganciclovir, foscarnet, aspirin, metoprolol, lisinopril, nifedipine, and intravenous enoxindol. He developed fever (39.3°C) and his mental status declined. A head computed tomography (CT) scan showed left occipital haemorrhage. His left leg paresis remained. His vision improved to 20/800 on the left. He was subsequently discharged to a long term care facility.

Discussion

Pseudallescheria boydii (anamorph or asexual phase: Scedosporium apiospermum) is a ubiquitous saprophytic fungus commonly found in soil, manure, decaying vegetation, and polluted water. Its commonest clinical presentation in the USA is as mycetoma, a chronic limited subcutaneous infection in immuno-competent individuals engendered by minor trauma, and is characterised by grain formation and local tissue destruction. Among the various types of invasive fungal disease attributable to P. boydii, survival rates are generally poor. A small proportion of patients may experience prolonged survival as a consequence of prompt and effective antifungal therapy. A follow up brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan revealed several new small left frontal and parietal haemorrhages and ischaemic infarcts of the right thalamus, ACA, and PCA along with the left insula, basal ganglia, and parietal lobe (fig 1B). The right internal carotid artery was occluded (fig 1C). The findings were attributed to infectious emboli and haemorrhaging from mycotic aneurysms.

Figure 1 (A) Head computed tomography scan showing left parietal intraparenchymal, subarachnoid, and intraventricular haemorrhages, right middle cerebral and anterior cerebral arteries, bilateral posterior cerebral arteries and left insular artery ischaemic infarcts. (B) In addition, a brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan shows right thalamic and left internal capsule lacunes, and the initial left occipital ischaemic infarct with haemorrhage. (C) A magnetic resonance angiogram showing no flow in the right internal carotid artery.
appear to be particularly poor with central nervous system and/or valvular involvement. A relatively recent literature review revealed that of 39 patients with documented CNS disease, only nine were known to have survived; no prior reports exist of survivors of endocarditis. Intrinsically resistant to amphotericin B, a mainstay in the treatment of most invasive fungal diseases including aspergillosis and mucormycosis, has been reported repeatedly, a trait undoubtedly associated with poor survival in patients in whom the diagnosis is delayed.12 We describe the first immunocompetent survivor from P. boydii native valve endocarditis complicated by multiple ischaemic and haemorrhagic strokes and peripheral embolisation.

Successful treatment of invasive disease due to P. boydii hinges upon surgical resection with institution of appropriate antifungal therapy. Miconazole, an imidazole derivative used topically for many dermatophyte infections, was previously the treatment of choice in the light of this organism’s resistance to many commonly used systemic antifungals, including amphotericin B and flucanazole. However, its poor CNS penetration,13 toxicity profile, and unavailability in the USA as an intravenous formulation14 render it less than desirable. Of theazole antifungals, voricona- zole, a newly licensed triazole derivative, appears to be the most viable due to its spectrum of activity and excellent CNS penetration. It is steadily becoming the treatment of choice.15 Although both itra- nozole and ketoconazole have been used successfully in treatment of pulmonary pseud- dallescheriasis,16 their poor CNS penetration significantly impairs their therapeutic utility in the treatment of brain abscess.
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Ocular tilt reaction and anterior inferior cerebellar artery syndrome
The ocular tilt reaction (OTR) is an eye-head postural reaction consisting of ipsilateral head and neck tilt, skew deviation, and ocular torsion. OTR indicates either a uni- lateral peripheral vestibular deficit (inner ear or vestibular nerve) or a unilateral lesion of brain stem pathways from the vestibular nuclei to the interstitial nucleus of Cajal in the rostral midbrain.

The anterior inferior cerebellar artery (AICA) supplies the lateral inferior pontine tegmentum and middle cerebellar peduncle, vestibulocochlear nerve including the root entry zone, inner ear, and anterior inferior cerebellum. Although there has been one report of skew deviation owing to an AICA infarction,1 the cardinal features of the OTR have not previously been documented. We describe two patients with AICA infarction, each of whom had ipsiversive OTR—one with complete OTR, the other with skew deviation and tonic ipsiversive ocular torsion.

The first was a 58 year old man with long standing hypertension who presented with sudden vertigo and imbalance. On neurolo- gical examination, he had lateral gaze evoked horizontal nystagmus, left peripheral facial weakness and numbness, dysmetria of the left limbs, and gait ataxia. There was no caloric response on the left side. Pure tone audiometry showed 65 dB sensorineural hearing loss on the left side. The subjective visual vertical with binocular viewing was tilted 17 degrees to the left (that is, counter- clockwise from the patient’s point of view). Fundus photography showed 25° extension of the left eye and 12° intorsion of the right eye. He had a skew deviation with a right hypertropia of 20 prism diopters in primary gaze (fig 1). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) including diffusion images showed acute infarcts in the left middle cerebellar peduncle and the left lateral inferior pontine tegmentum (fig 1).

The second patient was a 58 year old woman with type 2 diabetes mellitus and hypertension who developed severe vertigo, hearing loss, tinnitus on the left side, dysarthria, and imbalance. She had bilateral gaze evoked nystagmus with a horizontal-rotatory component. There was left peripheral facial weakness and numbness, dysmetria of the left limbs, and gait ataxia. Pure tone audiometry showed a 65 dB sensorineural hearing loss on the left side. Fundus photo- graphy showed 14° extension of the left eye and 3° extension of the right eye. Prismatic testing showed a skew deviation with a right hypertropia of 6 diopters in the primary position. Subjective visual vertical with binoc- ular viewing was tilted 13° to the left (that is, counterclockwise from the patient’s point of view). Caloric response was absent on the left side. MRI showed new infarcts in the left middle cerebellar peduncle, left lateral inferior pontine tegmentum, and anterior inferior cerebellum, possibly including the flocculus. Two months later the subjective visual vertical was normal. Fundus photography

Figure 1 Tonic ocular tilt reaction in patient 1. Note sustained head tilt and concurrent vertical divergence of the eyes (skew deviation). T2 weighted axial magnetic resonance imaging of the brain showed acute infarcts in middle cerebellar peduncle and lateral inferior pontine tegmentum. There is conjugate leftward torsion of the eyes (that is, counterclockwise from the patient’s point of view): a 25° extension of the left eye and a 12° intorsion of the right eye. HT, hypertropia; LT, left; RE, right eye; RT, right. Patient consent was obtained for publication of this figure.
now showed 1° of extorsion of the left eye, indicating that the left eye had been extorted by 13° at the first examination (that is, by 14° minus 1°) and 9° of extorsion of the right eye, indicating that at the first examination the right eye had in fact been intorted by 6° (that is, by 3° minus 9°).

**Comment**
Most earlier reports of AICA infarction have focused on the brain stem or cerebellar findings. Recently, there have been several reports describing the clinical importance of inner ear symptoms, vertigo and sudden deafness. However, a detailed description of OTR as a sign of AICA infarction has not been reported previously.

OTR, a sign of vestibular dysfunction in the roll plane, is characterised by a triad of conjugate ocular torsion, skew deviation, and head tilt. It results from destructive or irritative lesions of central or peripheral graviceptive vestibular pathways. Although head tilt is a common component of OTR, skew deviation with conjugate ocular torsion often occurs without head tilt in our patient. Thus the pathophysiology of a partial OTR (that is, skew deviation and conjugate ocular torsion without head tilt) is the same as that of a complete OTR, and skew deviation with conjugate ocular torsion is sufficient for the diagnosis of OTR. In addition to lesions of the central and peripheral vestibular pathways conveying graviceptive signals, lesions of the cerebellum may also result in OTR. Skew deviation is commonly seen with cerebellar infarction. Mossman and Halmagyi described two patients with cerebellar stroke, presumably in the territory of the posterior inferior cerebellar artery, who had tonic conjugate ocular torsion without associated head tilt. These investigators speculated that interruption of nodular inhibitory projections to graviceptive neurons in the ipsilesional vestibular nuclei may have accounted for the contraversive conjugate ocular torsion. Sensorineural hearing loss and canal paresis to caloric stimulation on the left side clearly indicated involvement of the peripheral auditory-vestibular system.

Ipsiversive OTR with peripheral vestibular lesions was described in a previous report. Considering the direction of OTR and known vascular anatomy of the AICA, damage to the inner ear or the root entry zone of the eighth nerve probably accounts for the ipsilesional OTR with AICA infarction. In conclusion, this is the first report of well documented OTR with AICA infarction. The ipsiversive OTR in these patients probably resulted from infarction of the inner ear or the root entry zone of the eighth nerve.
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**Video assessment of rTMS for Tourette syndrome**
In a recent study, subthreshold 1 Hz repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) over left motor or premotor cortex failed to induce tics in patients with Gilles de la Tousrette syndrome (GTS) as determined by self assessment scores. However, video ratings of this study had not been analysed.

Here, we present the results of blinded analysis of the video of GTS patients who participated in the previous study. We observed that rTMS has a placebo effect and confirm that low intensity motor or premotor rTMS does not have a specific effect on tics in GTS.

In a placebo controlled cross-over study of 16 patients with GTS, subthreshold 1 Hz rTMS (2400 stimuli delivered on 2 consecutive days) were applied under three conditions in random order: left motor, left premotor, and left motor sham stimulation. Videotapes were recorded before and after each rTMS intervention in eight patients. One of the authors (AH) who did not know the patients and was blinded to the treatment conditions, rated the video recordings. Data were analysed using two different rating scales, the Modified Rush Video Scale (MRVS) and an “Adapted Yale” Video Scale (AYVS) which was developed for this study. With the MRVS, the following five tic domains are rated from 0 to 4 according to severity: number of body areas involved with tics, motor tic severity, phonic tic severity, frequency of motor tics, and frequency of phonic tics. The sum of the five domain scores provides a total tic impairment score (0–20). As the MRVS does not consistently score the complexity, intensity, and interference of tics, we devised an additional scale using the categories of the Yale Global Tic Severity Scale (YGTSS). The new scale, the AYVS, rated the following five domains from 0 to 5 according to severity: number of different tics, frequency of tics, intensity of tics, complexity of tics, and interference of tics. Each domain was rated separately for motor and vocal tics. The sum of the five domains gave a total motor tic score and a total vocal tic score; these scores combined yielded the total tic impairment score (0–50). Since the new scale was not validated, we had to use lower scores after the rTMS intervention, and vice versa (univariate ANOVA with the factors time and rTMS). However, the effect of active rTMS did not exceed the effect observed following sham stimulation. rTMS effects in this study were variable and tic scores showed a regression towards the mean, that is patients with high scores at baseline tend to have lower scores after the rTMS intervention, and vice versa (univariate ANOVA with the difference in video score before and after rTMS as dependent factor and baseline scores as covariant). In other words, the changes of tic severity that we observed most likely reflect the waxing and waning course of tics rather than an intrinsic rTMS effect.

The results of this video assessment are in keeping with patients’ self assessment based on the Motor tic, Obsessions and compulsions, Vocal tic Evaluation Survey (MOVES), a self rating scale that patients completed before and after rTMS. Neither motor and vocal tic subscales nor obsession and compulsions subscales were changed by rTMS, which indicates that rTMS as used in the present study is not an effective treatment for tics or obsessions/compulsions in GTS patients. However, because ADHD symptoms were not assessed, we cannot exclude the fact that rTMS as used in the present study might have an effect on ADHD.

There was a good correlation between the MRVS and the AYVS (p = 0.69; p < 0.01, Spearman’s correlation). The AYVS thus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Mean differences (before and after rTMS) and confidence intervals of clinical scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Motor rTMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRVS total score</td>
<td>Mean difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>-0.8 to 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYVS total score</td>
<td>Mean difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>-0.3 to 8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYVS motor score</td>
<td>Mean difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>-1.3 to 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AYVS vocal score</td>
<td>Mean difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>0.4 to 5.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AYVS, Adapted Yale Video Scale; CI, confidence interval; MRVS, Modified Rush Video Scale.
appears to be a valid and comprehensive tool to assess tic severity in GTS patients, but it needs to be evaluated further.

We conclude that left mesial or premotor low intensity 1 Hz rTMS does not improve tics in GTS patient as assessed by blinded video scoring. Further studies, perhaps using higher intensity rTMS, longer rTMS trains, or bilateral stimulation, are needed to delineate the usefulness of rTMS in GTS patients. In these studies, blinded and independent video rating should be used.
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A case of superior cerebellar artery syndrome with contralateral hearing loss at onset
Deafness is rare in ischaemic stroke but sometimes occurs as a result of lower pons infarction. The main cause of such deafness is occlusion of the anterior inferior cerebellar artery (AICA); occlusion of the superior cerebellar artery (SCA), which perfuses the higher pons, causes SCA syndrome and also results in deafness but is extremely rare.1 In the present report, we describe a patient with SCA syndrome, whose initial complaint was contralateral hearing loss.

Case report
A 64 year old male with untreated hyperglycaemia and hypertension was admitted 4 h after the sudden onset of deafness in his right ear. Hearing loss was the only complaint and other neurological signs were absent. Right sensorineural hearing loss was revealed by a hearing test (fig 1A). After several examinations including stapedial reflexes and speech discrimination, an initial diagnosis of sudden deafness was made. However, 8 h later the patient complained of diplopia, vertigo, and nausea. Impaired abducens function in the right eye and bilateral lateral gaze nystagmus were observed. Finger-nose and heel-knee tests suggested left cerebellar ataxia. Hence, a diagnosis of SCA syndrome was made, and argatroban, an anti-coagulant, was adminis-
tered. Diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 12 h after onset showed infarctions in the left cerebellum (fig 1B) and lateral superior pons (fig 1C). Magnetic resonance angiography showed loss of blood flow in the lower basilar artery (fig 1D). Respiratory failure developed 4 h later, and the next day the patient also showed right hemiparesis and Horner’s syndrome. Bilateral cortical blindness was also present. A diagnosis of SCA syndrome with hemiparesis and cortical blindness was made. A fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) image 2 weeks later showed an enlarged infarction in the left cerebellum, and a new infarction in the right cerebellum, dorsal pons, and bilateral occipital lobes (fig 1E). The patient’s symptoms remained unchanged 3 months later.

Discussion
SCA syndrome shows ipsilateral cerebellar ataxia and Horner’s syndrome, contralateral superficial sensory disturbance and hearing loss, as well as nystagmus toward the impaired side, vertigo, and nausea. Fibres from the contralateral auditory nucleus join the lateral lemniscus, pass into the brain, and terminate in the hearing centre. Therefore, impairment of the lateral lemniscus on one side causes hearing loss on the other. In SCA infarction, the ischaemic lesion occurs in the area where fibres from the nucleus have already crossed, and therefore sensory hearing loss is observed in the contralateral side. We describe a rare case of SCA syndrome which began with deafness in one ear. Although deafness sometimes occurs as a result of brainstem infarction, most cases of ipsilateral hearing loss are due to AICA infarction.1 To our knowledge, the study by Doyle et al is the only previous report of hearing loss due to contralateral SCA infarction.1 Amarenco et al described a large series of SCA syndrome cases, where no patient showed contralateral deafness.1 The present report presents an important finding regarding symptoms of ischaemic stroke, and suggests that hearing loss, although rare, can be the first symptom. It is necessary to carefully observe patients with sudden deafness.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Myology, third edition


This is the third edition of an established two volume text covering all aspects of human muscle disease. Since the second edition in 1994 rapid advances in the molecular genetic understanding of a range of muscle diseases have occurred. Indeed some diseases, such as muscular channelopathies, have only been fully recognised as distinct entities during this period. These huge advances are reflected in a complete and up-to-date revision. Myology contains 70 chapters divided into three parts: Part 1, Scientific basis of muscle disease; Part 2, General approaches to neuromuscular disease; and Part 3, Diseases of muscle. All chapters are well constructed and written by authorities in each field. It is likely to be parts 2 and 3 that are of most interest to the readers of the JNNP. Part 2 is full of practical information. In particular the chapters on clinical examination and electrophysiology will be of interest to clinicians frequently encountering patients with neuromuscular symptoms and will also be valuable for trainees. Also in part 2 is an informative chapter on the evolving clinical uses of imaging in the investigation of muscle disease. It seems clear that MRI is going to play an increasing role in the evaluation of muscle diseases in the future. Part 3 contains comprehensive chapters on all of the known human muscle diseases. More genes have been discovered in the area of muscle disease than in virtually any other area within neurology in the past few years. This is reflected in the fact that 21 of the 30 chapters describing individual muscle diseases are given over to genetic disorders, including the muscular dystrophies, congenital myopathies, muscle channelopathies, genetic inclusion body myopathies, and the metabolic myopathies. I found it difficult to fault any of these chapters. The continuing challenges involved in understanding the molecular pathogenesis of and in treating the inflammatory myopathies are well covered. The final seven chapters of part 3 cover disorders of neuromuscular transmission, neuropathies, and neurinopathies. Myology the third edition must have been a mammoth task to produce and the editors are to be congratulated. I think there is plenty of accessible information, of practical use for clinicians and trainees dealing with muscle disease. I can thoroughly recommend this text.

M G Hanna

Essential Neurology, 4th edition


Lecture Notes: Neurology, 8th edition


What constitutes the “core knowledge” of neurology that all medical students should reasonably be expected to learn? This is a question that Lecture Notes: Neurology (LNN) and Essential Neurology (EN)—two stalwarts of the medical student library—continue to grapple with in their latest editions.

EN, longer but with fewer chapters than LNN, tackles subjects in greater depth (and hence claims to be a review text for MRCP), whilst LNN has greater breadth, with suggestions for extra reading and key points summarising each chapter. Both texts incorporate case histories, somewhat more successfully in EN if only because the answers are physically separate to the left cerebellum (B, arrow) and left lateral superior pons (C, arrow). (D) Magnetic resonance angiography showing occlusion of the lower basilar artery (arrows). (E) Axial FLAIR showing high intensity areas at both occipital lobes (arrows).

Figure 1 (A) Right sensorineural hearing loss. “‘” and “‘” indicate air conduction without masking in the right and left ears, respectively. “[“]” and “[“]” indicate bone conduction with masking in the right and left ears, respectively. (B, C) Axial diffusion weighted MRI images (B, C) 12 h after the onset of deafness. Note high signal intensity at the left cerebellum (B, arrow) and left lateral supraterior pons (C, arrow). (E) Axial FLAIR showing high intensity areas at both occipital lobes (arrows).

Research

The continuing challenges involved in understanding the molecular pathogenesis of and in treating the inflammatory myopathies are well covered. The final seven chapters of part 3 cover disorders of neuromuscular transmission, neuropathies, and neurinopathies. Myology the third edition must have been a mammoth task to produce and the editors are to be congratulated. I think there is plenty of accessible information, of practical use for clinicians and trainees dealing with muscle disease. I can thoroughly recommend this text.

M G Hanna
Most clinical neurologists scarcely spare a thought for the auditory brain: it is what takes over where the VIIIth nerve ends, and if they think of it at all, it is probably in connection with such exotic maladies as cortical deafness or curios like musical hallucinations. But by any criterion this is an instance – from pitch-difference limens it is but a few synapses to Mozart and Shakespeare.

I attended the scientific meeting that spawned this book, and so I had the odd experience while reading it of hearing in my mind’s ear the cut and thrust of platform discussion propitied to the more sober exchanges of scientific prose. For the auditory neuroscientist, the book provides a state of the art overview of the field, refreshingly catholic in its scope. There are idiosyncrasies, but they are the quirks of luminarys, and all the more valuable for that. No question, then, that the book will please the crowd for whom it is intended. But is there anything for the neurologist?

Things start reassuringly enough in Part 1 (“Auditory cortical fields and their functions”) with auditory cortex anatomy. This is truly a closed book for most clinicians, both figuratively and, because the cortex lies deep within the recesses of the Sylvian fissure, quite literally. A chapter on the neuro-behavioural study of auditory cortex reminds us that Ferrier, no less, used it to make fundamental claims about the organisation of the brain. We move on to voices, and speech: so far, so good. Part II (“Coding of sounds”), with its heavy-duty electrophysiology, is more of a challenge; and yet the coding of sounds is a problem of the most fundamental scientific and philosophical interest. How on earth is it possible to reconstruct the world we hear from the one-dimensional flutter of two membranes? Part III (“Plasticity, learning and cognition”) addresses the interface between the neuronal and the experiential. Confronted with a chapter about ferrets, perhaps the clinician will master an initial rising sense of alarm by recalling that this is the science that made possible the cochlear implant and may yet explain how cocktail parties work (or fail).

If neurologists should learn something here about bats, barn owls, or ferrets, it can’t hurt. This book is a bracing corrective to the error, too often implicit in clinical practice as in daily life, that the eyes (human eyes, at that) are the sole windows of the brain. To paraphrase that poem of Kemp’s, the unguessed glories of the auditory cortex remind us that the five-sensed cane of mind is, after all, five-sensed.

C Gardner-Thorpe

The Auditory Cortex, A Synthesis of Human and Animal Research


A spirit who hears me tapping/The five-sensed cane of mind

Amid such unguessed glories/That I am worse than blind.

H Kemp, Blind, 1919

Not unexpectedly, the chapters dealing with headache classification and pathophysiology have undergone the most extensive revision. Updated, timely information about natural treatments has been added, reflecting the reality of patient interest and enthusiasm for such things. A new table on clinical stratification of acute, specific migraine therapies has been added to the treatment chapter, and other tables in this chapter are more carefully organised, larger, and more readable than those in previous editions. A small oversight is the retention of the longer term “tension headache” in migraines – perhaps done to save space, but if so at the expense of the subtle but important implications conveyed by the longer term tension-type.
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Oxford handbook of psychiatry


Psychiatry, third edition, Oxford core texts


The Oxford Handbook of Psychiatry is a wonderful little book. The “little” applies to its size
and not its stature, as it is actually over 900 pages long and packed with a wealth of useful and interesting information. There has clearly been a tremendous amount of effort put into its production including the piloting of various versions with local SHOs. Although it is aimed primarily at the SHO, it would be a useful book for psychiatrists of all levels because it is so comprehensive. It provides discrete chapters for each type of psychiatric disorder, which contain key facts about the illness with a focus on management, both immediate and long term. These are preceded by several chapters on assessment and followed by a number of chapters devoted to specific considerations such as ethics and the law, how to deal with unusual situations, and therapeutics in specific circumstances such as pregnancy and co-morbid medical conditions. If that is not all, there are chapters devoted to the various types of psychotherapy and evidence-based psychiatry and there are lists of useful contact addresses and websites, ICD10/DSMIV diagnostic codes, mental health act section codes, reference ranges for common blood and urine tests, and readily accessible instructions for rapid tranquillisation. Interspersed within this information are a number of ‘extras’ in pink shaded boxes that add richness to the text and provide very enjoyable reading. Examples include a Shakespeare sonnet on death, a list of past and present famous people with an affective disorder, quotes from the non-specialist.

Another recent psychiatry publication from Oxford Press is the third edition of Psychiatry. This is an update of the well regarded text for medical undergraduates, GPs, and those requiring a general knowledge of psychiatry. The information is very well laid out in easily digestible sections. There are also more improved version is highly recommended to others, who have assisted in the assessment of papers during the past year.
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Disseminated *Pseudallescheria boydii* infection successfully treated with voriconazole

L G Apostolova, E K Johnson and H P Adams, Jr
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